Dear Doris,

Missed letter No 73—hope nothing important was in it. Must have been something about Stuart's getting in trouble at football, because it says he had to miss a day for punishment.

Got a letter from Dean today saying he might be here by Saigon next month. I answered it right away. I hope I can get the time off if he comes.

Life she orders—.one goes flat on the heels of the one before it. If we were to tell you the things that go on here, you would never believe it. It's really incredible the inefficiency through ignorance and ineptitude. Some getting is naturally involved in war, but so
much of what we do is utterly unnecessary and in no way connected with the war.

Why does Jean write along with a check?

What about the 10th, next week?

Where is my wall goodie?

I don't know about R & R. Basically you can have it wherever you ask except for Hawaii for which there is a very long waiting list. Normally you can't go there until you have been here about 8 months. Here are a couple of more pictures.

Both of pagoda at Dal' gon.

Love,

Dan